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The Year’s Biggest Mac Stories
12.31.07 - Philip Michaels - MacWorld

T

is the season for
year-end lists, many
of which are of the
“Year’s Biggest Stories”
variety. Our friends at PC
World have their list. Infoworld took a slightly different
approach with a list of the
top 10 underreported tech stories of 2007 (which
more than a few Macworld readers did not agree
with). Computerworld even compiled a top 10 list
of… top 10 lists.
Well, I’m game for getting in on the Top 10 act.
Here’s a list of the 10 biggest Mac stories of 2007,
selected arbitrarily and in consultation with nobody else.

1. The iPhone’s debut

So much ink, virtual and otherwise, has been
spilled touting the significance of Apple’s smartphone that nothing I’m going to say is going to
convince you that this was the most important
product Apple released this year if you don’t already subscribe to that line of thinking. Instead,
I’ll just quote my Editors’ Choice Award write-up
for the iPhone: Just as the Macintosh changed
personal computing in 1984 and the iPod did the
same for digital music in 2001, the iPhone heralds
a dramatic shift in the future of smart phones.
Future devices might challenge and even surpass
it, but for the time being, every smart phone that
hits the market will be a response to the iPhone.
What’s more, the iPhone story doesn’t end as the
clock strikes midnight—we can expect development guidelines for third-party iPhone applications in February and a 3G iPhone later in the year
(at least if AT&T is to be believed). And those are
just the things we already know about.

2. Leopard ships

It arrived later than expected, but you could argue that OS X 10.5 was worth the wait. (Unless, of
course, you were among the users stung by some
upgrade headaches. Like the iPhone, Leopard
figures to influence events well into 2008. Look
for OS X 10.5’s Time Machine backup feature to
spark innovation in the storage market, while
the operating system’s Core Animation feature
should make its presence felt in future software
releases.

3. Record Mac sales

Amid the iPhone hoopla and the ongoing
popularity of the iPod, it’s easy for some people
to forget that Apple also makes a pretty good
computer, too. The company served notice in
2007 that, even as it expands its business into
other areas, it hasn’t taken its eye off the Mac ball.

In July, Apple reported a record quarter for Mac
sales—a record that lasted all of three months
until Apple broke it again.

4. Adobe delivers a new Creative Suite

Adobe was among the last high-profile Mac
developers to come out with software that ran
natively on Intel-based Macs. But when it came
time to deliver Universal Mac software, Adobe
delivered in a big way. Its massive Creative Suite
release featured updated versions of nearly every
professional product in Adobe’s arsenal across
the imaging, design, and video-production disciplines. The different permutations of Creative
Suite 3 easily represented the most significant
third-party release of 2007.

5. A Mac-targeting trojan horse

In October, reports emerged of a Trojan Horse
called OSX.RSPlug.A that changed a Mac’s Domain Name Server address to point to malicious
DNS machines. There was no cause to panic—the
malware could be detected and removed or
avoided altogether with a little level-headed
behavior. But it did serve as a reminder that as
secure as the platform is, Mac users should guard
against complacency.

6. A little competition for iTunes

Since its 2003 debut, Apple’s online iTunes
Store has pretty much stiff-armed any would-be
challengers to its digital media dominance. But a
worthy foe emerged in 2007 in the form of Amazon MP3. The end result of this added competition? By year’s end, you could buy more music
free of digital-rights management restrictions for
a lower price at iTunes than you could earlier in
the year. Here’s hoping iTunes and Amazon MP3
continue to push each other into 2008.

dodo. Steve Jobs signaled his desire to do away
with DRM via a February open letter and the
creation of iTunes Plus tracks (introduced at $1.29
each, but now available for 99 cents). Amazon
MP3 has its own DRM-free selection, which just
got bigger with the addition of the Warner Music
Group’s catalog.

9. Apple’s green policies

The year began with environmental group
Greenpeace protesting Apple’s policies at Macworld Expo. By May, Jobs issued another open
letter, this one outlining Apple’s plans to remove
toxic chemicals from its products. The company
took the first step toward doing just that, when
the 15-inch MacBook Pro models introduced
in June featured environmentally-friendly LEDbacklit displays. Look for Jobs’ green directive to
influence more Apple hardware developments in
2008.

10. Media companies take aim at iTunes

Whether it was former Disney CEO Michael
Eisner partly blaming the ongoing writers’ strike
on iTunes pricing or the spat between Apple
and NBC Universal that removed NBC television
programs from the iTunes Store, it’s clear media
companies want more say in how their wares
are priced at Apple’s online store. That dispute
doesn’t figure to disappear in the new year, either.
That’s one man’s list. Feel free to ring in the
New Year by supplying your own thoughts on
the top news stories of 2007 or what to expect in
the coming year. And while we’re on the subject,
Happy New Year to all our readers.

7. High-profile software delays

Leopard wasn’t the only marquee release to
take its time getting to retail shelves in 2007. A
pair of major Mac developers—Intuit and Microsoft—both postponed releases of their flagship
products. In fact, the year closes with neither
Intuit’s Quicken nor Microsoft’s Office appearing
in Intel-native form. (Office is slated to ship in two
weeks, while the desktop version of Quicken isn’t
expected until the fall of 2008.) What’s notable
here is the reaction to these delays; while such
high-profile no-shows might have inspired a rash
of “The Mac platform is doomed” stories in some
corners in the past, most users had a ho-hum
reaction to the lack of new Office and Quicken
versions. Perhaps it’s a sign of the Mac market’s
overall strength as well as a shift away from developers who once dominated the platform.

8. The death of DRM

My colleague Christopher Breen covered this
in his look back at the year in music, but it bears
repeating: digital-rights management for online
music sales appears to be going the way of the
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New Office for Macs
Speeds Up Programs,
Integrates Formats

01.07.08 - Walt Mossberg

D

espite the fierce rivalry between Microsoft
and Apple, there is one product on which
the two companies work closely together:
the Macintosh version of Microsoft Office. Microsoft makes a nice chunk of change from this software suite, which includes Mac versions of the
famous Word, Excel and PowerPoint programs.
Apple needs the Microsoft Office suite so its
Macintosh computers can live in harmony with
the dominant Windows world.
On Jan. 15, Microsoft will release its first
new version of Office for
the Mac in nearly four
years. It is called Office
2008, and it has two big
changes from the current
version, Office 2004.
For one, it is the first edition of Mac Office designed
specifically for the new Intel-based Macs that Apple
began rolling out two years ago. While the old Office ran adequately on the new Macs, it was slow to
launch and slow to perform certain operations.
Second, the new Mac Office now reads and
writes a new set of file formats Microsoft introduced a year ago in the latest Windows version of
Office, called Office 2007.
I’ve been testing the new Mac Office on two
different Intel-based Macs: an early MacBook
Pro laptop and a new iMac desktop. On both
machines, Office 2008 launched and ran far more
rapidly and smoothly than Office 2004.
I also tested Office 2008 with a variety of
documents created in the Windows version using
the new file formats, which can be identified by
four-letter file name extensions that end in the
letter “x.” All opened rapidly and perfectly in the
new Mac version.
As in the latest Windows version, the new Mac
Office 2008 allows you to opt to continue to save
automatically all your files in the old, familiar formats – DOC for Word, XLS for Excel and PPT for
PowerPoint. But, if you want to switch to the new
formats, or need to use a file you receive that was
created in them, you can now do so with ease.
Like its predecessors, the new Mac Office differs
in one major respect from its Windows cousin: It
lacks Outlook, the famed, if bloated, program for
handling e-mail, calendar and contacts. Instead,
Office 2008 has a new version of Microsoft’s Mac
counterpart to Outlook, called Entourage, which
performs the same tasks but doesn’t use Outlook’s
file format. Like Outlook, Entourage can work with
the Microsoft Exchange servers used by corporations, as well as with consumer e-mail systems.
Office 2008 for the Mac has some new features,
but it isn’t nearly as radical an overhaul as the latest Windows version was. While the latter junked
all the menus and traditional toolbars in Word,
Excel and PowerPoint, the new Mac version retains the familiar menus and toolbars. It doesn’t
use the so-called Ribbon, a band of icons that is
the signature feature of Windows Office 2007.

The new Mac Office, however, does include a
new user-interface feature called the Elements
Gallery, a narrow strip across the top of the
document that lets you easily summon and insert
canned features for laying out documents. For example, in Word, you can quickly insert a handsome
cover page. In Excel, you can rapidly add a specific
type of chart or a spreadsheet preconfigured, for
instance, as an invoice. In PowerPoint, you can
quickly add customized slide themes and layouts.
In my tests, I ran into a few minor glitches. I had
to edit my rules for sorting e-mail in Entourage to
get them to work and, at first, I was unable to add
new spellings to my custom dictionary in Word,
though that problem went away. But, generally,
the program worked well.
The standard edition of the new Office costs
$400, or $240 to upgrade your current version.
There is a deluxe edition, which includes a professional media-management program, for $500, or
an upgrade price of $300.
For most typical users, however, I recommend
the Home and Student edition for just $150 that
can be legally installed on up to three different
Macs. This inexpensive edition has full versions
of Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Entourage but
doesn’t work with Exchange servers.
Microsoft Office 2008 for the Mac is a solid program that I can recommend for anyone with a new
Mac. It’s not revolutionary, but it does the job.

iPhone, Mac Web Browsing
Rose Dramatically In December
01.02.08 - Antone Gonsalves - InformationWeek

U

sing an Apple Mac or iPhone for Web
browsing? More people are, according to a
Web metrics firm’s report issued Wednesday. Internet browser traffic from Apple products
rose significantly in December, with the increase
in the last two days of the month.
The Mac accounted for 7.31% of all the systems
accessing the Web in the last month of the year,
compared to 6.8% in November, according to Net
Applications, which monitors traffic at 40,000
sites worldwide. The iPhone’s market share rose
to 0.12% from 0.09% the previous month.
The last two days of December showed an
even bigger boost in market share, with the Mac
accounting for 8.01% of Web browsing and the
iPhone 0.17%. “Apple’s market share gains in December for the Mac and iPhone are impressive,”
Net Applications said in a posting on its Web
site. “However, for the last days of December, the
numbers are nothing short of spectacular.”
Apple’s market share in December amounted
to a 7.5% increase over November for the Mac,
and 33% for the iPhone, Net Applications said. In
the last two days of December, the Mac’s share
amounted to an 18% increase, while the iPhone
saw an 89% jump.
Country-by-country, the iPhone’s market share
was also impressive in the last two days of the
year. In the United States, 0.27% of the systems
browsing the Web were iPhones; in the United
Kingdom, it was 0.11%; and in France, 0.10%.
Net Applications said the numbers didn’t include
site visitors using Windows on Mac hardware via
Apple Boot Camp or other programs that enable
the use of Windows and OS X on Apple hardware.

“Therefore, these numbers actually understate the
market share for the Mac,” the company said. “We
have no way of telling by how much, however.”
Apple’s share of the U.S. computer market,
based on unit-volume sales at retailers, is also
growing. The Mac accounted for 9% of sales from
January through October, compared to 6% in
2006, according to The NPD Group.
The iPhone, on the other hand, jumped to the
No. 2 spot in the third quarter in the U.S. smartphone market with a 27% share, according to
industry analyst firm Canalys.

Apple 2.0 - Mac news from outside the reality
distortion field: Apple 2007 top 10 lists
12.29.07 - Philip Elmer-DeWitt - CNNMoney.com

W

ith 2008 only a few days away, most of
the 2007 year’s-best lists have come in,
and Apple (AAPL) placed at or near the
top on more than its share. Among the prizes its
products took home this year:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Amazon Most Loved Computer: MacBookPro
Amazon Most-Gifted Computer: MacBook
Amazon Most-Wished-For Electronics: 4 GB iPod nano
Amazon Most-Gifted Electronics: 4 GB iPod nano
Amazon Most-Loved Software: OS X 10.5 Leopard
NY Times “Pogies”: iPhone’s visual voicemail (#1)
PC World’s Most Innovative: iPhone (#2) after
Google Gears and Time Machine (#4)
Macworld Hardware “Eddys”: AirPort Extreme,
iPhone, iPod nano
Macworld Software “Eddys”: iWork ‘08, OS X 10.5
TIME Magazine’s Invention of the Year: iPhone
TIME Magazine’s Top 10 Gadgets: iPhone (#1)
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